
T WAS interesting to read James Willoughby’s piece

in the December edition of the Klarion on the

Racing League and its concept of a team

competition, which is due to begin in the coming

year.

This idea of a new contest in racing had me thinking back

to a proposal I put up more than a decade ago, and one which

I still think merits serious consideration today.

There is no question that the BHA must promote more

vibrant competition right throughout racing if it is to

challenge the perception that a handful of top stables are all-

powerful, and are all that matter.  A change in that outlook

will attract new fans and, even more importantly, new

owners. 

Compared with football – or even with jump racing – Flat
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racing fails on two fronts.  The first is that the action can

often be over in less than a minute and that the short careers

of most good horses mean that there is little or no continuity

of interest for the casual enthusiast. The other is a vague

impression that the whole thing is far from straightforward

from a sporting viewpoint. 

A properly constructed programme book is the first and

essential step in creating the culture of supporters such as

football enjoys.  Selected teams of flat horses could attract the

ongoing interest which the best jumping horses do sometimes

achieve individually.  A team competition, such as I describe

below, would make the abbreviated action less of an issue;

each race would become only part of a much longer game.  

Racing needs an objective and structured reversal of the

fatalistic slide into defensive play which has overtaken most
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stables.  Too often trainers are concerned with minimising the

figure at which their charges enter the ratings.  More

expensive trainers are able to do it by winning lowly

provincial maiden races; smaller ones – and some not so

small – are happy to engineer half-hearted efforts in those

same races with a view to future handicaps.  Neither

approach makes racing particularly appealing to anyone

interested in genuine competition. 

Common sense dictates a more rational racing programme:

no other sport permits Formula One to compete in Formula

Three.  This haphazard approach encourages

underachievement by first division teams at the expense of

relatively successful lower-level operations.  A country that

traditionally supported fair play should learn from the

destruction of the High Street by online retail.  We should

take much better care of the grass roots of all sports.

NTIL comparatively recently, juvenile racing fulfilled

a vital function in the preparation of a racehorse.

Crucially it served also as a stepping-stone for

upcoming trainers if they found a multiple winner to raise the

profile of the stable.  Converting almost all races open to

previous winners into maiden races suited the mega-stables,

but it kicked that vital career ladder out from under the

opposition.  The Novice races scheme has attempted to

redress the balance. However, the weights are too high and

dual winners, although eligible, never run in them. That could

easily be remedied.

If the commercial breeding industry is to survive then the

number of opportunities for “ordinary” yearlings must

increase markedly.  A simple and equitable rationalisation

would be Auction/Optional Claiming Maiden races.  A

quarter of all two-year-old maiden races should be restricted

to horses bought for under, say, £40,000 and a further quarter

to those bought below, say, £20,000.   The other half should

be open to allcomers.  There need be no allowances for lesser

prices.  Unsold home-breds, as well as expensive mistakes,

would be eligible for these lower-grade races when entered to

be claimed for the auction price.  

That rationalisation and some reduction in the number of

maiden races would allow the revival of a comprehensive

open race programme for two-year-olds.  That in turn should

help to revive the bottom half of the yearling market.  The

major trainers would easily cope if they had to, as many of

their better class debutants would cope with open company,

receiving weight from minor league winners Handicaps with

a top rating 70 or less may now appear to be essential but that

type of race was unheard of until the mid-1980s.  Scaling

back on two-year-old maidens, on nurseries, and on low-

grade handicaps for older horses would make room for more,

and more imaginative, condition races for all ages.  

Until the late 1990s well below 50% of races were

handicaps; that has increased to about 66%.  Optional

claiming is successfully applied to many allowance races in

America: horses ineligible under the conditions can run at the

risk of being claimed for a price calculated to reflect the

value of those that are eligible.  

REATING a wider audience would be easier were a

truly competitive system in place.  In the late 1990s,

rivalry between supporters of Henry Cecil and

Godolphin for the trainers’ title aroused a lot of interest.  That

ongoing interest could be generated on a much wider scale if

trainers could choose to nominate teams of 10 horses to a

year-long, point-scoring competition overseen by the BHA.

Entries might cost £1,000 per team.  Scoring could be on a

system of 10 points for a win, five for a second, three for a

third, two for a fourth and one for a starter.  

Perhaps 100 trainers would be interested in risking £1,000

on their stable’s chance: perhaps more.  Sponsorship for an

additional £200,000 might be relatively easy to find for such

a long-running event.  Even if the money came from the

BHA’s integrity budget it would likely be better spent than it

is today.  Such ballpark figures could provide £150,000 to the

winner, descending through 50, 40, 30 and 20 down to

£10,000 for the sixth-placed stable.  It would provide a

general incentive to follow the Johnston Racing maxim:

‘Always Trying’!  The lads caring for the horses involved

should get a share of the proceeds.  

With a re-organised programme, with 10 horses nominated

with no substitutes allowed, and with a following wind, a

trainer with a relatively small string such as Charlie McBride

might give John Gosden a run for his money.

This could also be a multi-faceted betting opportunity

throughout the year.  That stables could remain alive in the

competition through their placed horses without necessarily

winning every day ought to appeal to both old and new

bettors. It should also encourage more casual fans to take a

regular interest not only in their favourites’ progress but in the

day-to-day efforts of the opposition.  It would create a better

understanding of the sport.

NLY a ‘joined-up’ scheme is likely to resolve racing’s

deep-seated problems.  This one would be largely

self-financing and relatively easy to implement.  No

obvious disadvantage to the sport could flow from the plan.

Apart from trainers becoming more open, new owners easier

to enrol, fans more involved, and commercial breeders a little

more confident, the number of odds-on shots would reduce

overall.  

Someone said that ‘you catch more flies with honey than

you do with vinegar’: this simple point scoring format could

provide the strongest disincentive yet to the ‘class B’ non-

triers – those having a quiet run round to get better

handicapped, or re- handicapped – as opposed to ‘class A’

cases actively prevented from winning.  This plan would hold

an inescapable attraction for any integrity department which

actually understood its brief.  

Racing, particularly at its lower levels, may soon be in real

crisis.  But if horses could be assumed to be running ‘where

they belong’ in their early races; if there were more

opportunities for winning two-year-olds with current form to

take each other on; if they were therefore more accurately

assessed for handicaps – or for the Classics for that matter;

and if there were a genuine incentive to perform well every

time, then our sport might experience a resurgence of genuine

interest rather than relying upon the X-Factor approach of

creating regular ‘champions’  —  but champions of a

population of which most have never been rigorously tested.  

HERE seems to be general agreement that something

must be done, so why not do something practical just

for once?  The changes to the programme suggested

here would simply recreate the situation that I grew up with.  

They used to say that ‘on the Turf, as well as under it, all

men are equal’.  That truth underpinned the universal appeal

which the game once enjoyed.  Racing must rediscover that

unique reality and use it to its commercial advantage.     
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